Travelport Universal Profile

We’re

redefining

the traveler profile for corporations
Delivering shared data across your travel program
Travel today is driven by personalized preferences. Access to up-to-date
traveler profiles is essential to a robust travel program. The challenge is
keeping this data synchronized across multiple systems, both internally
and with your travel management partners. Our solution removes
challenges by doing the work for you and gives ownership of profile data
to your travelers, reducing your reliance on third parties.

A comprehensive answer to managing all profile needs
Travelport Universal Profile is a traveler-centric profile management
solution that uniquely matches the needs of corporations. It is platformindependent, accessed via the Internet, simple to use and loaded
with features you and your travelers need for effective travel program
management. A key capability is synchronization of new or updated profile
data across the internal, partner and third-party systems participating in
your program – all through one central source.

Designed to provide complete control,
global access and lower costs
–	Consolidate traveler profiles into a single,
centrally managed information source
that’s owned by you
–	Give travelers ownership of their profiles
to book trip components that best match
their location and preferences – all within
your policy
–	Instantly synchronize new and updated
profiles across your program, from your
online booking tool to your HR and travel
management company (TMC) systems
–	Make profile management more
economical by saving time and
money while providing greater traveler
satisfaction
–	Boost precision, accuracy and more
comprehensive profile reporting

A holistic approach to your every need
Travelport Universal Profile is an integral component of
the Travelport Corporate Solutions. Our complete range of
corporate solutions provides an end-to-end offering through
a range of tools that are easy to use, totally secure and
accessible 24/7 via any device. This includes:
Travelport Launchpad - A traveler gateway to manage all
aspects of corporate travel, ranging from trip planning to
expense reconciliation.
Travelport Business Booking Tool - An easy and cost
effective way to manage your traveler booking activities and
ensure policy compliance

Managing profiles your way
Our comprehensive profile solution gives your travelers a
portable, consistent and relevant experience. It also gives
you control over their profiles, which can be a constantly
changing area in your program.

One source can keep everyone connected
and current
–	Give travelers access to update profiles via Travelport
Launchpad using their device of choice.
–	View, customize and manage profiles on your travelers’
behalf.
–	Deliver personalized and highly responsive traveler
services.
–	Make your TMC partnerships stronger by providing
current profile data.
–	Ensure last-minute profile updates are reflected in every
system.
–	Reduce risk and errors associated with missing traveler
preferences.
–	Receive reporting alerts when profiles need administering
or updating.
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–	Interfaces with other providers are available for a seamless
experience and expanded access to unrivaled travel
content.
–	Automated HR feeds support two-way synchronization
with a growing number of leading online booking tools.
–	Profiles can be made available through the Travelport
Universal API application programming interface and our
open systems platform to any third party.

A simple design for a complex process
–	Three uniquely designed profile screens are presented
based on the roles of your users. There are custom
screens for travelers, travel arrangers and TMCs, giving
you a complete view.
–	Easy-to-use graphical screens lend familiar, everyday Web
functionality to travelers and travel arrangers, so no formal
training is required.
–	Unique views can show a traveler’s past, present and
future travel landscape across any channel in which a
traveler interacts. This provides a rich data source to
personalize travel experiences.

–	Ensure consistent, accurate profile data is reflected
through the booking process and captured in the
reporting elements.

Complete synchronization
–	This independent profile system can work with your
booking tool, TMC partner and global distribution system
(GDS) to ensure personal information and preferences are
accurate and up-to-date.

An all-inclusive profile system for your corporation
For more information about the Travelport Universal Profile system, contact a
Travelport representative today at travelportmarketing@travelport.com or
visit www.travelportcorporatesolutions.com
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